PEOPLENET ENERGY SERVICES

Know.
Then go.

Industry-critical insight, technology and support. Right now.
From asset tracking to navigation to safety and compliance, PeopleNet Energy Services
give you the detailed insight and real-time information you and your drivers require to
meet—and beat—the rigors of the field.
In-cab Navigation.**
Cut out-of-route miles and costs with navigation based on
the most detailed off-road data in the industry, updated
regularly for oil and gas specific navigation challenges such
as private lease roads, well, facility and survey locations.
In-cab navigation helps drivers and crews get to those
off-road locations the first time—every time.

Robust PeopleNet Applications for
compliance and ease.
• eDriver Logs®— Automate hours of service (HOS)

while reducing violations and improving driver efficiency
and safety. With eDriver Logs, you and your drivers get
real-time access to the information you need to manage
HOS risk and exposure—without the paperwork.
• Automated Fuel Tax —Take out the tax reporting

headaches. Automated Fuel Tax combines GPS tracking
and fuel purchase information so you no longer have to
manually log miles, track routes and record fuel purchases.
• Speed Monitoring — Identify high-risk behaviors

and habitual speeders by pinpointing event times and
locations.

Now, nothing is off-grid. Not when you have Oil and Gas Field Mapping* from
PeopleNet Energy Services—the only off-road mapping service in the United States
and Canada. It gives you web-based, turn-by-turn access to more than a million
privately leased roads, facilities and well sites. And it’s just part of a powerful platform
with an entire lineup of robust applications designed to make you faster, safer and
more compliant. So you can go find energy, not waste it.
Web-based oil and gas field mapping.
Leave your competition in the dust with the only web-based mapping service packed with critical off-road details on
over one million lease roads, facilities and well sites. Why drive blindly? Give your drivers the foresight to know where
they’re headed and watch your operation access new levels of efficiency.

Comparison Maps of the Same Area

Real-time, reliable communication
and coverage.
Near. Far. And in-between. PeopleNet offers expansive
service coverage with nearly 100% uptime—plus optional
satellite support, so you can be sure your message will
go through, even in remote field locations. And with in-cab
messaging, real-time communication between driver and
dispatch keeps your vehicles on route with up-to-the-second
updates and information.

Safety on the road and in the field.
• PERF button — Rest assured that all radio frequency

(RF) devices are turned off at sensitive perforation sites.
With the single push of a button, drivers can shut off all
RF systems in their trucks to prevent potential accidents,
while not losing data.
• Out of Truck Notification — Keep service technicians

safe with this time-sensitive alert feature that sends an
urgent message to the office should a driver not return
to the truck within the time allotted.
• Crude Oil Workflow — Optimizes the pick-up and

You need to be here. (Google Maps view)

*Web-based oil and gas field mapping powered by GEOTrac.

You can get there with Oil And Gas Field Mapping—Access to
comprehensive lease road, well and facility web mapping.

delivery process for the crude industry’s specific hauling
requirements. Crude Oil Workflow provides in-cab
calculations to enable accurate reporting to the back office
system, and delivers in-cab printing of standard and
customizable run tickets for a smooth, efficient experience.
** In-cab Navigation powered by CoPilot Truck Energy.

Detailed reporting on drivers and assets.
No question about how your fleet is performing. The
Executive Dashboard provides at-a-glance visibility to your
operations metrics and seasonal trends.

Idle and Operation Time

PEOPLENET ENERGY SERVICES

Measure trends through Driver and Asset Scorecards.
Know more about your operation
with PeopleNet. More about driver
behavior, from safety and speeding to
when and where infractions happen,
all with Driver and Asset Scorecards.
At a glance, measure and identify
trends so you can make decisions
ahead of the curve.

Driver Behavior Trends identify best and
worst performers

Visability to Speed Trends

FTA Style Odometer shows trends by region

KNOW MORE GO TO:
www.peoplenetonline.com, call 888.346.3486, option 3 or email info@peoplenetonline.com.

Trimble is a leading provider of advanced location-based solutions that maximize productivity and enhance profitability. The company
integrates its positioning expertise in GPS, laser, optical and inertial technologies with application software, wireless communications
and services to provide complete commercial solutions. Its integrated solutions allow customers to collect, manage and analyze
complex information faster and easier, making them more productive, efficient and profitable. Trimble’s knowledge of and experience
serving the oil/gas and chemical industries in exploration, drilling, production, storage, refining/petrochemical and distribution
serve as a formidable foundation for PeopleNet Energy Services.
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